It feels very timely that the theme for Lent 2021 is
the continuing impact of the pandemic.

as we reflect on the events of 2020 and

The education resources have been designed to focus on the Gospel readings for each Sunday during Lent and
connect to the work of Caritas and the call for justice in our world.
are ready made to use in class in both
and
format and are designed for a range of levels for each of the six
weeks of Lent. The four different levels are: junior primary (Y1-4), senior
primary (Y5-8), junior secondary (Y9-10), and senior secondary (Y1113). Teachers will find useful information in the Notes sections of the
slides. Full lesson notes are also available in Word format on the Caritas
website for teacher planning and preparation purposes. It is
recommended that teachers run through the lesson first and they can
then choose to hide slides or edit elements to suit their class.
Every lesson follows a similar flow:
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Six unique black and white
have been drawn depicting a key scene
from the Gospel readings for each Sunday during Lent. These are included throughout
the resources and could also be used for younger students to colour.
A selection of
can be displayed in class to help highlight Lent and the Caritas
Challenge. The Action Plan provides a range of 40 tasks for students to undertake to
keep it simple for Lent.
liturgy is
perfect to use in the lead up to Holy
Week. Slides and notes are available
to help guide through each of the 14
stations.
For Y12 students there is an updated
focus for
looking at the
impact of the pandemic worldwide
and how the Caritas response to this
pressing need is a great example of
Catholic social teaching in action.

